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Title Live Show

Pop & Jazz

Shan Coleman has a newly

released single called Fun! 

Top Charts

Now on Spotify Music If you're on Spotify 

you can connect to Shan Coleman's 

playlist for new music and easy listening

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1E4n

 

Live Concerts

Shan’s passion speaks to an appreciation of music, the deep

connectedness of the human experience, and love for himself and

others. Life has taught him to trust; proving again and again that if

you speak you will be heard. Hardship and struggle have given voice

to his enduring spirit and gratitude. With a twinkle in his eye and a

good rhythm on the guitar, Shan Coleman inspires us all to celebrate

life and liberate love.
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Title of the Book

Entertainment

Shan Coleman is a well-known Reggae Pop artist based out of Seattle,

WA. His music resonates deeply thanks to his original heartfelt lyrics

and unique cord arrangements. Producing music that is poignant yet

positive; Shan Coleman plays catchy beats that manifest harmony and

attract an aesthetic appeal.

Shan Coleman

Live show Performances and DJ mixes for Corporate Parties Clubs

Restaurants Weddings

Using a versatile small self-contained Bose system set up One Man

Band ensemble, with live acoustic guitar and backing tracks for small

events.

Style of music ranges from Hip-hop Pop reggae soulful sounds to a

more unique and freshly contemporary tropical island smooth classic

reggae groove.

Shan Coleman has a newly released album “Generation Day” with the

hip-hop flavor, single call ” Juicy like A mango” making waves in

Seattle, Jamaica and Germany you can hear tracks from the album on

www.shancoleman.com or www.reverbnation.com/shancoleman

Special requests are always considered at live shows.

Shan has performed with the likes of Maxi Priest, Queen Omega, The

Wailers, and Winston Jarrett and has travelled throughout the world to

play his music.
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Thank You music

Fans


